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MONARCH BUTTERFLIES, PHOTO 
CREDIT: KIM LEAHY

How to Use This Guide
This guide is intended for use by municipalities, community-based 
organizations, and others that are interested in enhancing roadsides and 
maintaining them as habitats for monarch butterflies and pollinators.

In the first few sections of this guide, you will learn about the National Wildlife 
Federation, some basics about monarchs and pollinators, and how roadside manage-
ment is an important strategy to help species that are in decline. Here you will find 
links to several national, regional and state partners that provide excellent guidance on 
how to restore and manage roadsides as native habitats for monarchs and pollinators.

We then share, as case studies, the work of our roadside habitat efforts in Texas and 
Missouri in the hope that these examples will help others in considering how to launch 
their own projects.  

About the National Wildlife 
Federation
For more than 80 years, the National Wildlife Federation has been uniting Americans 
to ensure wildlife thrive in a rapidly changing world. Our founder, J.N. “Ding” Darling, 
understood there is power in unity. In 1936, his bold vision for a nationwide constitu-
ency of conservation supporters brought together Americans from all corners of the 
country. Today the National Wildlife Federation is a nationwide federation with 52 state 
and territory affiliates and six million members and supporters.

Learn more at NWF.org
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MONARCH BUTTERFLY ON COMMON MILKWEED, PHOTO 
CREDIT: LINDA ELENBAS

MONARCH BUTTERFLY ON BUTTERFLY WEED, PHOTO CREDIT: 
MARK BRINEGAR

MONARCH CATERPILLAR PHOTO CREDIT: KATJA SCHULTZ

The migration of the North American monarch 
butterfly (Danaus plexippus var plexippus) 
is one of nature’s most spectacular natural 
phenomena.

The primary migratory corridor for monarchs – the 
Central Monarch Flyway – stretches from the Monarch 
Butterfly Biosphere Reserve in South-Central México, 
north through Texas, to the key breeding habitat in the 
Midwest and Great Lakes. Sadly, the eastern monarch 
population, those found east of the Rocky Mountains, 
is in rapid decline and has already dropped to just a 
fraction of its previous size since 1997 when more than 
one billion monarchs migrated to Mexico. The causes 
of this population decline are numerous and include 
an extensive loss and fragmentation of breeding and 
migration habitat along the Central Monarch Flyway. 
This habitat loss and fragementation has been caused 
or exacerbated by shifts in agricultural practices and 
development. The western monarch population, those 
that primarily live west of the Continental Divide in 
North America, are also in decline compared to the 
millions of western butterflies reported in the 1980s. As 
a result, the monarch butterfly is under consideration 
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for protection under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

North America’s native pollinators are a highly diverse 
group in nature, comprised of bees, butterflies, moths, 
and other insects, as well as hummingbirds and even 
bats. As pollinators, many of these animals are econom-
ically important—yet many native pollinators, due to 
threats like habitat loss and pesticide use, are in crisis. 

Declining pollinator populations could have alarming 
consequences for natural ecosystems, as well as food 
production for people. The National Wildlife Federation 
is working to combat this crisis and conserve the highly 
diverse pollinator world.

Monarch Butterfly and Pollinator 
Decline
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What Monarchs and 
Pollinators Need 
With vibrant orange-and-black wings that streak across the sky, the monarch butter-
fly is one of North America’s most iconic species. The impressive monarch makes a 
multi-generational 3,000-mile migration, traveling south to Mexico each fall and back 
up to Canada in the spring. West of the Rockies, the western population migrates to 
central and southern California each fall.

The monarch’s decline is an indicator of the stress that all pollinators are facing. For 
monarchs, the decline is inextricably linked to a decline in native milkweed plant 
species in the Midwestern United States, the invertebrate’s only caterpillar host 
plant. Without milkweed, monarchs can’t complete their life cycle and populations 
plummet. The adult monarch butterfly and all pollinators also need native, bloom-
ing nectar plants.  These nectar plants are critical to support the monarchs during 
breeding season and migration and ensure their survival.

Habitat for monarchs and pollinators can be created just about anywhere.  One area 
with big potential is along our millions of miles of roadsides.

Monarch and Pollinator 
Resources 
Click each topic below for more information from the National Wildlife Federation on 
monarchs, pollinators and our work to conserve these vital species.

• The Monarch Butterfly: https://www.nwf.org/
Educational-Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Invertebrates/
Monarch-Butterfly

• Bee Basics: https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/
Wildlife-Guide/Invertebrates/Bees

• Monarch Conservation: https://www.nwf.org/Our-Work/
Wildlife-Conservation/Monarch-Butterfly

• Mayors’ Monarch Pledge: https://www.nwf.org/
mayorsmonarchpledge

• Monarch Stewards Certification Program: https://www.nwf.org/
monarchstewards
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The Role of Roadsides in 
Species Recovery 
Throughout the Central Monarch Flyway, many people and whole communities are 
working to create pockets of monarch butterfly habitat in urban, suburban, and rural 
areas, including on agricultural lands, grazing land, land trust sites, parks, natural 
areas, schools, and municipal properties. There is significant opportunity to extend 
the ecological benefit of these areas by converting roadsides into ecological corridors. 

Habitat connectivity is essential to sustain the monarch butterfly’s migration and 
survival. Connecting fragments of native habitat increases the quality of stopover 
habitats for monarchs along their migratory pathway. During stops in migration, 
monarchs need easy access to nectar resources to refuel, host plants to reproduce, 
and shelter for rest and protection. Habitat loss and fragmentation force monarchs 
to travel longer distances and they deplete fat reserves as they search for suitable 
stopover habitats. The loss of natural habitats decreases the monarch’s population 
health, reproduction, and survival. Therefore, the establishment of vegetated areas 
along roadsides that serve as ecological corridors will restore connectivity between 
natural habitats and will conserve monarchs and other wildlife species. 

During the last decade, more scientific information is supporting the benefits of cre-
ating roadside habitats. Those natural spaces provide native host and nectar plants 
for monarch butterflies and many other pollinator species 1 2 that will greatly support 
their survival and reproduction. Native roadside habitats act as ecological corridors 
too that restore the connectivity between fragmented natural habitats and aid 
monarch migrations during the fall and spring 3. Other studies have documented how 
well-managed, high-quality roadside vegetation can increase butterfly species-rich-
ness and reduce the incidence of road crossing to seek sources of nectar—thus 
lowering road mortality4. 

However, the conversion of roadsides to create ecological corridors is a complex 
endeavor that requires training and collaboration among many local stakehold-
ers to make it a reality. These stakeholders may include State Departments of 
Transportation, local municipalities (including parks, planning, transportation, 
and public works departments), land trusts, businesses, and numerous individual 
homeowners.

The next two sections of this guide will cover two case studies of partnership projects 
that led to the creation of new roadside habitats for monarchs and pollinators in 
Texas and Missouri.
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JULIA HELICONIAN, PHOTO CREDIT: 
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Case Study: Lower Rio Grande Valley 
of Texas
The National Wildlife Federation (NWF) collaborated 
with the Texas Department of Transportation (TXDOT) to 
restore 75 acres of native habitat along highway road-
sides in the Lower Rio Grande Valley (LRGV) of Texas. As 
the restoration project matures, this habitat will become 
native wildflower meadows, providing quality habitat for 
the migratory monarch butterfly and many other native 
pollinators.

TXDOT was the primary partner for this project and 
the agency has made a significant commitment to the 
monarch butterfly and pollinator conservation. TXDOT 
has signed the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Candidate 
Conservation Agreement with Assurances, enrolling 
1.238 million acres of land, consisting of 73,038 center 
lane miles of highways and interstates, and has com-
mitted to conserving 450,000 acres as monarch habitat.
This commitment by TXDOT provides the foundation 
for partnerships such as the one launched by NWF and 
TXDOT in the LRGV of Texas in 2021 and 2022. 

In the LRGV, NWF and TXDOT have worked to create 
corridors of habitat along roadsides to help connect 
landscapes that provide monarchs with critical sources 
of food, shelter, and milkweed species. The project 
began with a joint site selection process using digital 
maps of roadsides (Highway 77 and 281) to determine 
which TXDOT parcels within those highways were the 
best fit for seed restoration.  These parcels include 75 
acres of roadside habitat on those highways, including 
the Brooks Safety Rest Area, which will give high visibil-
ity of the wildflower meadows to all travelers who pass 
through.

NWF provided technical guidance and expertise to 
determine the best way to restore the selected sites. 
Since the use of herbicides or prescribed burning is 
limited by TXDOT due to safety issues, we tailored an 
approach for site preparation. Site preparation practices 
only focused on heavy mowing during the peak of the 
summer seasons. Also, TXDOT staff decided to broadcast 
the seed by hand on some of the restoration sites due 
to the steep slopes. 

Biodiversity of the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley of Texas

The Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas (LRGV) is a region 
spanning the border of Texas and Mexico located in a 
floodplain of the Rio Grande near its mouth. This region is 
recognized for its extraordinary biodiversity, containing a 
documented 1,200 native plants, 300 butterflies, and about 
520 bird species.

LRGV native plant communities are heavily affected by 
urbanization—including road construction, agriculture, 
and population growth. These rapid changes in land use of 
the LRGV natural region have created large fragmentation 
of the land, leaving isolated patches of native habitats 
divided by a large urban belt that expands from east to 
west of the region, or eradicated by large areas dedicated 
to agricultural practices (e.g. Willacy County). Being the 
critical base of food chains, plant species are crucial for 
the survival of many other wildlife species, and as in 
many other places, some LRGV native plants have been 
eradicated and others are severely in peril due to human 
activities. This is why habitat restoration and conservation 
initiatives like ours are so important. 
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The next step was to identify the best seed mix for the projects. To ensure a 
successful restoration process, the project used a large amount of native seed mix 
per acre (10 pounds/acre). The plant species selection for the seed mix was decided 
based on several factors. First, it was important to follow all TXDOT guidelines and 
rules that ensure drivers’ visibility of the road. The team also considered the key 
habitat requirements for the monarch butterfly, ensuring that the seed mix is mostly 
composed of a variety of nectar plants that will bloom throughout the different 
seasons of the year and are endemic species such as the Rio Grande clamyweed 
(Polanisia dodencandra), a great plant for pollinators. Last but not least, the team 
took into consideration the resilience of these nectar plant species to climate change, 
selecting those species that are known to be drought resistant. The seed mix has a 
total of eight native nectar plant species including the endemic species Rio Grande 
clamyweed (Polanisia dodencandra), a great plant for pollinators.

The seed broadcasting process was completed by using a seed broadcaster in 
some areas, and then by hand in other areas where access to the equipment was 
challenging. Due to the extreme weather events that happened in Texas in 2021 and 
2022, the team had to adapt the seed broadcasting timeline on several occasions. 
The February 2021 North American cold wave not only limited the ability to prepare 
the land for restoration during that spring, but there was also a shortage of seed 
which delayed the seed broadcasting till late fall that year of 2021. In 2022, the severe 
drought in Texas also delayed the timeline with the broadcasting of the final acres in 
the fall of 2022.

Case Study: Lower Rio Grande Valley 
of Texas

RUDDY DAGGERWING PHOTO CREDIT: JOHN BRUSH, QUINTA MAZATLAN WORLD BIRDING CENTER
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PHOTO CREDIT: WESLEY SWEE, THE JAMES FOUNDATION

Case Study: Ozark Highlands of 
Missouri
In Missouri, NWF worked with multiple partners on a 
roadside restoration project at Maramec Spring Park, a 
private park operated by The James Foundation that is 
located in the Ozark Highlands ecoregion of Missouri, 
a few miles southeast of the City of St. James in Phelps 
County. Maramec Spring Park contains 1,860 acres of 
forest and fields as well as the fifth largest spring in the 
state. The 200-acre public use area of the Park provides 
many amenities and activities for visitors such as a cafe, 
store, camping, wildlife viewing, fish feeding, picnicking, 
shelters, playgrounds and fishing. The Meramec River, a 
clear, calm Ozark stream, flows through the park provid-
ing excellent fishing.

Since 2019 Maramec Spring Park has been working 
with partners to support pollinator conservation on its 
lands.  This work started with a mapping assessment of 
the 1,860 acres at Maramec Spring Park in partnership 
with the Missouri Department of Conservation Private 
Land Management division.  Of the 1,860 acres of nature 
preserve and amenities, there were approximately 150 
acres of potential pollinator habitat represented by hay 
fields that were clear of trees and had been historically 
planted with cool season grasses.   

Once the assessment was complete, Maramec Spring 
Park staff conducted outreach to its neighbors and 
key stakeholders, sharing the plans to restore fields 
to pollinator habitat. The community was enthusiastic 
about the project from the beginning with many offers 
to support the project and volunteer.  Partnerships were 
formed with numerous organizations to help inform 
the restoration of these hay fields to native monarch 
and pollinator habitat.  These partnerships included 
the Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation, 
Missouri Department of Conservation, the National 
Wildlife Federation, Conservation Federation of Missouri, 
Missourians for Monarchs and others.

With advice from these partners, it was determined that 
the best way to begin the process of restoration was to 
contract with a local farmer to plant soybeans.

The process of planting and growing soybeans for two 
years resulted in the elimination of many of the grasses 
as the soybean grew and shaded them out.  Once the 
soybeans were harvested, the team had a clean slate 
for planting a new native seed mix that contained many 
different native wildflowers and short grass species.

The first fields were planted with pollinator seed in 2019 
with four acres planted near the entrance to the park.  
In January of 2022, two additional fields totaling 34 acres 
were planted along highway eight. These fields com-
pleted their two years of soybean cultivation in the Fall 
of 2021.  The seed was purchased from Hamilton Native 
Outpost and included local native wildflowers and 
grasses to provide nectar spring, summer and fall nectar 
sources for pollinators as well as Common (Asclepias 
syriaca) and Swamp (Asclepias incarnata) Milkweed – 
the critical host plant for the monarch butterfly.

The seed was spread in January 2022 through volunteer 
hand seeding as well as machine seed broadcasting.  
Approximately 25 volunteers helped to spread seed 
which helped Maramec Spring Park reach areas that 
were difficult to reach with the machinery.  It also 
helped educate nearby residents about the project and 
provided an opportunity to encourage park neighbors to 
create their own pollinator habitats at home.  
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Conclusion
Roadsides offer tremendous opportunities to create ecological corridors that benefit 
pollinators and monarchs. These two case studies in Texas and Missouri identify some 
common themes:

Sound Science: Restoration projects, including roadside habitat restoration 
projects, must be rooted in sound science to ensure that the habitat will survive and 
thrive for years to come. All stakeholders  need to understand the science of climate 
change and how changing temperatures and extreme weather events will impact 
projects over time.

Partnerships: Restoration projects require land, scientific expertise, funding for 
seed and equipment and long-term monitoring and management.  Working together 
with multiple partners was key to the success of these projects in Missouri and Texas.  

Patience : Patience is always needed in restoration work since it often takes two to 
three years to start seeing the full results of the work.  Many projects require 1-2 years 
to prepare the ground for planting, and when doing seed restoration, it may take 1-2 
years for seeds to germinate and plants to take root.  Patience is also necessary as 
the world faces more and more extreme weather events, from flooding to drought and 
deep freezes that impact when work can be completed.

“Patience is key! When doing seed restoration, there is a saying. The first 
year they sleep, the second year they creep, and the third year they leap!  
The hardest part is the waiting game.” - Wesley Swee, Director of The James 
Foundation

PHOTO CREDIT: WESLEY SWEE, 
THE JAMES FOUNDATION
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Roadside Habitat Resources

If you or your community is considering a roadside habitat project, we encourage you to 
connect with local partners and consider the many national, regional and state resources 
available, including the following:  

• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) : FHWA works to provide best management practices (BMPs), 
support research, and distribute information about pollinator-friendly practices in roadside vegetation 
management. https://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/env_topics/ecosystems/pollinators.aspx

• Rights-of-Way as Habitat Working Group: The Rights-of-Way as Habitat Working Group brings together 
unique partners from multiple industries to access the latest tools and resources, share knowledge, and 
build capacity for habitat conservation on working landscapes. https://rightofway.erc.uic.edu/resources/
best-management-practices/

• National Wildlife Magazine, “Habitat Highways”, 2016. https://www.nwf.org/Magazines/National-
Wildlife/2016/AprilMay/Conservation/Habitat-Highways

• National Wildlife Magazine, “From “Hell Strip” to Habitat”, 2020. https://www.nwf.org/Home/Magazines/
National-Wildlife/2020/August-September/Gardening/Hellstrips

• National Wildlife Federation Blog, “Interstate 35: Monarch Butterfly Highway”, 2017. https://blog.nwf.
org/2017/06/interstate-35-monarch-butterfly-highway/

• Xerces Society: Provides guidelines and best management practices to manage roadsides and rights-of-
way for monarch and pollinators. https://xerces.org/monarchs/roadsides

• Pollinator Partnership: The Pollinator Partnership has a technical manual for maintaining roadsides for 
pollinators. It covers establishment, restoration, management and maintenance for pollinators along 
roadsides. https://www.pollinator.org/roadsides
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